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ABSTRACT

Closures of upper-ocean heat budgets at National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration North Pacific moorings KEO (32.3°N, 144.6°E) and Papa (50.1°N, 144.9°W) suggest seasonal and regional variability in turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer. Motivated by this variability, this investigation combines two years of hourly Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler velocities with subsurface density profiles at KEO and Papa to estimate hourly Richardson numbers (Ri) below the mixed layer. Prevalence of shear-based turbulence $P_{SBT}$, defined as the number of hours per day when Ri < 1 below the mixed layer, indicates potential occurrence of shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer from early to late spring at KEO and Papa. Moreover, $P_{SBT}$ at KEO is found to be larger than at Papa throughout the investigation and may be attributed to enhanced velocity shears below mixed layer at KEO, particularly in spring. Such seasonal and regional variability in $P_{SBT}$ resembles seasonal and regional variability found previously in diffusivities below the mixed layer. In particular, relatively large diffusivities during spring at KEO and Papa coincide with relatively large $P_{SBT}$, and large diffusivities at KEO year-round relative to those at Papa are reflected in higher $P_{SBT}$ at KEO year-round. $P_{SBT}$ is also found to be enhanced during early to late fall at KEO and Papa, distinct from seasonal variability in diffusivities. However, evidence of similar weekly variability between peaks in diffusivities and $P_{SBT}$ is found at KEO during this time. In a separate analysis, diffusivities below the mixed layer are also found to correlate negatively with surface heat flux and positively with wind stress at KEO and Papa. These correlations are statistically significant at the 5% level and suggest local meteorological forcings on the ocean could present additional understanding of seasonal and regional variability observed in diffusivities below the mixed layer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The troposphere and upper-ocean are similar in vertical structure. A typical profile of potential temperature in the troposphere may be divided into three distinct layers: the well-mixed layer, the free troposphere, and the tropopause. Similarly, a typical profile of potential density in the upper-ocean may be divided into three distinct layers: the well-mixed layer, the pycnocline, and the abyssal (or deep) ocean. The ocean’s well-mixed layer is directly in contact with the atmosphere and is characterized by uniform potential density to ~ 50 m mean depth, the pycnocline rests below the well-mixed layer and is characterized by potential density gradients due to sinking and equatorward movement of surface water at high latitudes, and the abyssal ocean rests below the pycnocline and is characterized by weak potential density gradients due to sinking of uniformly dense surface water from sub-polar regions. Thus, in both the troposphere and upper-ocean, two regions of weak static stability are separated by a strongly stable layer.

Moreover, both possess well-mixed layers driven by convective and shear-based turbulence.

Turbulent diffusion, or mixing, occurs frequently between the ocean’s well-mixed layer and seasonal pycnocline, a feature of the main pycnocline driven by diurnal and seasonal heating. This mixing instigates diffusive fluxes across the base of the mixed layer that can at times be first-order in upper-ocean heat and salinity budgets [Cronin et al., 2013; Cronin et al., 2015]. As a result, these fluxes are of fundamental importance for quantifying and parameterizing heat, momentum, and freshwater transport in the oceans [Large et al., 1994; Canuto et al., 2001; Griffies et al., 2015]. These fluxes also have significance to studies in
marine biogeochemistry. For instance, estimates of net community production in the North Pacific from upper-ocean carbon budgets [Fassbender et al., 2016] or initiation of phytoplankton blooms during springtime in the North Atlantic [Mahadevan et al., 2012] fundamentally rely on estimates of turbulent diffusion within and below the mixed layer.

Explanations for turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer have been proposed for several decades and vary extensively. One explanation suggests velocity shears associated with wind-generated, near-inertial oscillations (NIOs) propagate from the ocean surface to the interior, generating shear-based turbulence as they cross mixed layer base [D’Asaro et al., 1985a]. Recent observations illustrate that these NIOs are a result of variable winter winds in the subpolar Pacific [Alfords et al., 2012] and typhoons in the subtropical Pacific [Bond et al., 2011]. These studies found that when surface winds changed more rapidly than the inertial period, NIOs in ocean surface currents resulted. In addition, winds rotating anticyclonically at the inertial period were found to resonate with preexisting surface current NIOs.

An alternative explanation for turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer proposes that internal gravity waves excited in the deep ocean propagate through the seasonal pycnocline and break just below the mixed layer, initiating Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities [Woods, 1968; Garrett & Munk, 1979]. A detailed investigation in the subtropical Atlantic observes the ability of these internal gravity waves to generate significant mixing from billows of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities [van Haren & Gostiaux, 2012]. These instabilities may also occur as a result of convective overturning cells generated by surface buoyancy loss, which provides yet another explanation for the presence of turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer [Large et al., 1986; Large et al., 1994].
Turbulent diffusion resulting from shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer is typically characterized by local velocity shear and density stratification. In particular, the effect of shear and stratification on stability below the mixed layer may be quantified using the gradient Richardson number (Ri):

\[
\text{[Eqn. 1]} \quad Ri = \frac{-g \frac{\partial \sigma_\theta}{\partial z}}{\left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial z} \right)^2} = \frac{N^2}{\left| \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right|^2}
\]

where \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration constant (9.81 m s\(^{-2}\)), \( \rho_0 \) is a reference density (1027 kg m\(^{-3}\) for seawater), \( \sigma_\theta \) is potential density minus 1000 kg m\(^{-3}\), \( z \) is the vertical coordinate (positive upward), and \( u \) and \( v \) are the zonal and meridional velocity components, respectively. For conciseness, the numerator in \([\text{Eqn. 1}]\) is often expressed as \( N^2 \) where \( N \) is the Brunt-Väisälä or buoyancy frequency. Likewise, the denominator is expressed in terms of the squared magnitude of velocity shear where \( \mathbf{u} \) is the horizontal velocity vector.

Experimental and theoretical work suggest onset of shear-based turbulence in an initially laminar flow occurs when Richardson numbers are smaller than \( \sim \frac{1}{4} \) and remain turbulent until Richardson numbers rise above \( \sim 1 \) [Miles, 1961; Howard, 1961; Abarbanel et al., 1984; Stull, 1988; Nihoul & Jamart, 1988]. Such definitive hysteresis, however, is not frequently achieved in geophysical applications, and so values for which Richardson numbers suggest turbulent flow may range from 0 to 1 [Galperin et al., 2007]. Abarbanel et al. (1984) and Canuto et al. (2001) suggest \( Ri \leq 1 \) is a sufficient criteria for onset of shear-based turbulence based on laboratory measurements, nonlinear stability analysis, and large eddy simulation—with the implication
Richardson numbers exceeding unity indicate little chance, if any, for shear-based turbulence to occur.

Scalar fluxes $F_{\text{turb,-}}$ associated with general turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer may be estimated to first-order using K-theory, which assumes $F_{\text{turb,-}}$ is proportional to the vertical downgradient of a scalar $\zeta$ below mixed layer base [Stull, 1988; Nihoul & Jamart, 1988]:

$$[\text{Eqn. 2}] \quad F_{\text{turb,-}} = -\kappa_{\zeta} \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial z} \bigg|_{-h}$$

where $\kappa_{\zeta}$ is referred to as the diffusion coefficient or eddy diffusivity for scalar $\zeta$, and $h$ is the mixed layer depth. In this analysis, $\zeta$ will be given by temperature $T$, and the diffusion coefficient for temperature $T$ will be hereinafter abbreviated to diffusivit. Dimensional arguments first demonstrated by Ludwig Prandtl show diffusivity is proportional to the product of a mixing length scale and square root of turbulent kinetic energy, from which diffusivity gains interpretation as the efficiency of turbulent mixing [Nihoul & Jamart, 1988; Holton & Hakim, 2012].

Diffusivities associated with turbulent diffusive fluxes below the mixed layer have been recently investigated at National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) moorings KEO, or Kuroshio Extension Observatory, (32.3°N, 144.6°E) and Papa (50.1°N, 144.9°W) [Cronin et al., 2013; Cronin et al., 2015] [Figure 1]. These diffusivities were found by closing the Stevenson and Niler (1983) upper-ocean heat budget at both moorings:
\[ \text{Eqn. 3} \quad \rho_0 c_p h \frac{\partial T_a}{\partial t} = Q_0 - Q_{\text{pen,}-h} - \rho_0 c_p h \mathbf{u}_a \cdot \nabla T_a - \rho_0 c_p \left( w_{-h} + \frac{dh}{dt} \right) (T_a - T_{-h}) - F_{\text{turb,}-h} \]

where \( \rho_0 \) and \( c_p \) are taken as a reference seawater density and specific heat capacity, respectively; \( h \) is mixed layer depth; \( Q_0 \) is net surface heat flux (positive into ocean); \( Q_{\text{pen,}-h} \) is the net radiation penetrating out the base of the mixed layer (positive out mixed layer base); \( T_a \) and \( \mathbf{u}_a \) are vertically averaged mixed layer temperature and horizontal velocity, respectively; \( T_{-h} \) and \( w_{-h} \) are temperature and vertical velocity immediately below mixed layer base, respectively; and \( F_{\text{turb,}-h} \) is as described in \[\text{Eqn. 2}\] with \( \xi \) as \( T \).

Buoy, float, and satellite measurements were used to estimate the first five terms of \[\text{Eqn. 3}\]. The residual of the balance after error analysis was \( F_{\text{turb,}-h} \), and, using \[\text{Eqn. 2}\] with \( T \) as \( \xi \), diffusivities below the mixed layer were estimated at KEO and Papa. Results suggest significant seasonal and regional variability in monthly and 5-day averaged diffusivities [Cronin et al., 2015]. In particular, diffusivities at both moorings achieve their greatest values during late winter and early spring, and diffusivities at KEO tend to be larger than those at Papa year-round. Such variability is, at present, becoming better represented in global ocean circulation models, but history indicates diffusivities immediately below mixed layer base were often assumed constant or as adjustable parameters not long ago [Canuto et al., 2001] and continue to be a challenge today.
This thesis considers factors which may associate with seasonal and regional variability of diffusivities below the mixed layer in the North Pacific Ocean. By combining two years of hourly Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) velocities and subsurface density profiles at KEO and Papa, hourly Richardson number time series are computed at both moorings using [Eqn. 1]. Density stratification and velocity shears are then considered when Ri > 1 and Ri < 1 to compare conditions under which Richardson numbers suggest shear-based turbulence at KEO and Papa. Peaks in prevalence of shear-based turbulence, defined as the number of hours per day when Ri < 1, are then compared with peaks in diffusivities to determine associations between the prevalence of shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer and enhanced values of diffusivity. Diffusivities are also correlated with surface heat flux and wind stress to understand associations between local meteorological conditions and turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer.
While seminal works of D’Asaro (1985b), Large et al. (1986), Shay (1992), and Large & Crawford (1996) have addressed upper-ocean Richardson number response to short-term and isolated surface forcing events in the mid-latitudes and tropics, this investigation considers prolonged time series of hourly bulk Richardson numbers below the mixed layer and compares them between seasons and between subtropical and subpolar ocean moorings for the first time. Moreover, while several parameterizations for diffusivity have been inspired by laboratory experiments or observations from the above works [Gargett & Munk, 1979; Large et al., 1994; Canuto et al., 2001], this investigation directly correlates 5-day diffusivities below the mixed layer with surface forcings and considers the seasonality of these associations. In so doing, this thesis seeks to provide physical connections to the variability in strength of turbulent diffusion critical to physical, chemical, and biological descriptions of the upper-ocean.
Chapter 2

Data

Data at Ocean Climate Station KEO

KEO began operation in June 2004 as part of the Kuroshio Extension System Study (KESS). During and after KESS, KEO was run by the Ocean Climate Station (OCS) group at NOAA’s Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory (PMEL) in Seattle, Washington. Since beginning its operation, KEO has been equipped with an ensemble of meteorological and subsurface sensors, including radiative instruments (pyranometer for downwelling shortwave/pyrgeometer for downwelling longwave), sonic anemometers, subsurface temperature thermistors, and subsurface salinity conductivity cells. The sampling rate of radiation measurements is once per 2 minutes during this investigation and is accurate to within 1%. The sonic anemometers sample at the same rate and are accurate to within 2%. The subsurface thermistors and conductivity cells sample once per 10 minutes at 26 depths from 1 m to 525 m. The accuracy of the temperature and salinity measurements is ± 0.02°C and ~ ± 0.02 psu, respectively [Freitag et al., 1999].

During KESS, an upward-looking ADCP was deployed on a nearby mooring with nominal coordinates (32.2°N, 144.3°E). The ADCP measured horizontal velocities at 150 kHz in 10 m intervals from ~ 50 m to ~ 250 m depth and will be used to estimate velocity shear profiles at KEO.
Data at Ocean Climate Station Papa

In contrast to KEO, Papa has been in operation in the northeastern subtropical Pacific Ocean under OCS since June 2007. Papa is equipped with a similar ensemble of instruments as KEO, including radiative instruments, sonic anemometers, subsurface temperature thermistors, and subsurface salinity conductivity cells. Sampling rates and accuracies of all measurements are the same as at KEO. However, subsurface thermistors and conductivity cells are located at 18 depths from 1 m to 200 m.

During 2007 to 2010, upward-looking ADCPs were deployed on a nearby mooring with nominal coordinates (50.1°N, 150.0°W). In 2007, the ADCP sampled horizontal velocities at 150 kHz in 4 m bins from 8 m to 128 m. During 2008, an upward looking 75 kHz ADCP at 800 m depth was paired with a 300 kHz ADCP at 154 m depth as part of a study by Alfords et al. (2012). In addition, during 2009 to 2010, this study also placed an upward looking 75 hKz ADCP at 800 m depth and paired this ADCP with a 150 kHz ADCP at 227 m depth. Velocities were recorded in 2 m bins from 16 m to 208 m (and coarser resolution below 208 m to 800 m depth). Just as at KEO, these ADCP measurements are used to estimate velocity shear at Papa in this investigation.

During the 2008 and 2009 summers at Papa (June, July, and August), mixed layer depth frequently shoaled above the shallowest ADCP measurements. Therefore, in addition to ADCP velocity profiles, subsurface current meters positioned at 5 m, 15 m, and 35 m depth are used to supplement horizontal velocity profiles at Papa. These current meter measurements have accuracies up to 0.5 cm s⁻¹ (within ~5% of typical recorded velocities).
Surface Forcings at KEO and Papa

From radiative and subsurface temperature measurements, net shortwave ($SW_{net}$) and longwave radiation ($LW_{net}$) may be estimated every 10 minutes at the air-sea interface for both KEO and Papa. In particular, $SW_{net}$ may be estimated by modulating downwelling shortwave radiation measurements with sea surface albedo, assumed to be 0.055. $LW_{net}$ may be estimated by subtracting downwelling longwave radiation measurements from estimated upwelling longwave radiation (derived from Stefan-Boltzmann law using shallowest subsurface temperature measurement) and then modulating the difference by a broadband sea surface emissivity, assumed to be 0.97. Latent and sensible heat fluxes at the air-sea interface ($Q_{lat}$ and $Q_{sen}$, respectively) require greater sophistication to estimate every 10 minutes; the algorithm involved is detailed in Fairall, et al. (2003). Once these estimates are determined, net surface heat flux $Q_0$ may be estimated according to [Eqn. 4].

\[
[Eqn. 4] \quad Q_0 = SW_{net} - LW_{net} - Q_{lat} - Q_{sen}
\]

Positive values of $Q_0$ indicate net heat uptake by the ocean; negative values of $Q_0$ indicate net heat uptake by the atmosphere. Time series of $Q_0$ are block averaged to daily mean time series at both KEO and Papa and may be accessed at the following OCS webpage:

http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/ocs/data/fluxdisdel/.

Zonal and meridional wind stress at the air-sea interface may also be estimated at KEO and Papa from measurements of 10 minute zonal and meridional winds using bulk scaling theory with stability-dependent transfer coefficients. Zonal and meridional wind stress may then be
combined in the usual sense to yield wind stress magnitude after accounting for “gustiness,” or subgrid wind variability, as described in *Fairall et al. (2003)*. Time series of 10 minute wind stress magnitude are then block averaged to daily mean time series at KEO and Papa and may be accessed at the same OCS webpage as daily mean net surface heat flux time series.

**Data Overview**

All temperature, salinity, and ADCP data are recorded hourly (or averaged hourly) at KEO and Papa. Supplementary current meters at Papa are likewise recorded hourly. Temperature and salinity profiles are combined to yield hourly potential density profiles based on the international equation of state for seawater [*Millero & Poisson, 1981*]. These potential density profiles are calculated during June 2004 to November 2005 at KEO, when ADCP data are available and temperature and salinity measurements are free of major data gaps. Density profiles at Papa are calculated during June 2007 to June 2010 also to match ADCP data availability. However, density profiles from June 2008 to June 2009 are omitted as the Papa mooring broke from its anchor and, thus, only telemetered daily average profiles are available.

Data used to draw correlations between diffusivity and surface forcings include 5-day smoothed daily diffusivities, daily surface heat fluxes, and daily wind stresses during 2004 to 2014 at KEO and 2007 to 2013 at Papa. 5-day smoothed daily diffusivities, as well as corresponding 68% uncertainty estimates, are provided from the work of *Cronin et al. (2015)* described in the introduction and are the highest resolution available. Daily surface heat fluxes and wind stresses are provided by OCS, as described in the previous sub-section. These daily
time series are then 5-day smoothed with a 5-day triangular filter to match treatment of diffusivity time series.
Chapter 3

Methods

Richardson Numbers

Hourly density profiles at KEO and Papa frequently suffered from missing data between depth levels. Thus, small gaps in density profile data (≤ 20 m) were filled linearly at each mooring. It is assumed 20 m was sufficiently small so that density varied approximately linearly between two depths.

Hourly mixed layer depth at KEO and Papa was then calculated as a density step of 0.03 kg m$^{-3}$ from hourly density at 10 m to match methods of diffusivity estimations below the mixed layer in *Cronin et al. (2015)*. Typical errors associated with this choice of estimation are on the order of 5 m [*Cronin et al., 2015; deBoyer Montégut, 2004*]. For convenience, density was then interpolated onto the same 1 m grid as ADCP velocity data. Hourly density stratification below the mixed layer was then estimated as a finite difference between density at the mixed layer depth and density 20 m below the mixed layer depth. Both components of hourly velocity gradients were estimated in a similar manner below the mixed layer at KEO and Papa using ADCP data, except during summer at Papa, when current meter data were used. From hourly density and velocity gradients below the mixed layer, hourly Richardson number time series below the mixed layer at KEO and Papa were estimated using [*Eqn. 1*]. Propagating errors in
density and velocity profiles detailed in the previous sub-section to Richardson number calculations suggests Richardson numbers are accurate to within $\sim 7\%$ of estimated values.

**Stratification and Shear Comparisons**

Given hourly Richardson number estimates at KEO and Papa, the number of hours each day when Richardson numbers fell below 1 and $\frac{1}{4}$ were counted. These critical Richardson numbers were selected as indicating potential for shear-based turbulent conditions [Galperin et al., 2007]. To allow for adequate comparisons between KEO and Papa and follow recommendations from Abarbanel et al. (1984) and Canuto et al. (2001), the choice of critical Richardson number was relaxed to 1. As a result, the number of hours per day for which $\text{Ri} < 1$ is hereinafter analyzed exclusively and is referred to as prevalence of shear-based turbulence ($P_{SBT}$) at KEO and Papa.

During March to April at KEO and April to June at Papa (when $P_{SBT}$ was particularly high), distributions of density stratification and velocity shear were computed for $\text{Ri} < 1$ and $\text{Ri} > 1$. Differences in medians between corresponding density and velocity distributions at KEO and Papa were tested for statistical significance using Mood’s statistic, offering a non-dimensional representation for the distance between medians of two samples [Brown & Mood, 1951]. Mood’s statistic was chosen over the familiar Student’s two sample T-test for difference of means due to non-normal density stratification and velocity shear distributions. Given the level of significance chosen for this analysis is 5%, any Mood’s statistic in excess of 3.84 suggested statistically different medians [Brown & Mood, 1951].
Richardson Number and Diffusivity Associations

$P_{SBT}$ was smoothed using a 5–day triangular running average to mimic treatment of diffusivities in Cronin et al. [2015]. Local peaks of $P_{SBT}$, defined as days for which $P_{SBT}$ were larger than immediately previous and following days, were identified at KEO and Papa. Local peaks of diffusivities were obtained similarly. The mean number of days between local peaks of $P_{SBT}$ and diffusivities was calculated at KEO during summer and fall and interpreted as mean peak periodicity $T$. The mean number of days between local peaks of $P_{SBT}$ and diffusivities was not calculated at Papa or during winter and spring seasons at KEO due to weak $P_{SBT}$ signals and heavily discontinuous data. Standard errors (SE) were calculated for $T$ according to [Eqn. 5]:

\[
[\text{Eqn.5}] \quad SE = \frac{s_p}{\sqrt{n_p}}
\]

where $s_p$ is the sample standard deviation of the number of days between peaks and $n_p$ is the number of peaks observed. From these estimates of standard errors, the mean periodicity of peaks in turbulence prevalence and diffusivities were compared using a two-sample, two-sided Student T-test with significance level at 5%. Student’s two-sided T-test is used in this section, as opposed to the previous, since distributions of T are found to be approximately normal.

In addition, the mean distance between peaks of $P_{SBT}$ and diffusivities ($d_j$) were calculated at KEO during summer and fall seasons, where distance between peaks was defined as the shortest number of days between a peak in turbulence prevalence and a peak in diffusivity.
These distances were not recorded at Papa or during winter and spring at KEO also as a result of weak $P_{SBT}$ signals and heavily discontinuous data.

In order to insure mean periodicity of peaks in $P_{SBT}$ and diffusivities was not a side-effect of the 5-day smoothing on both time series, a traditional spectral analysis as described in Bendat & Piersol (2011) was performed on $P_{SBT}$ before and after smoothing to understand the quantitative effect of smoothing on modes of variability in $P_{SBT}$. If spectra corresponding to frequencies from the peak analysis were preserved post-smoothing and found to be of similar order of magnitude (no different than ~ 5-fold difference), then it was assumed periodicity of peaks in $P_{SBT}$ was not entirely a result of smoothing, but also of natural variability.

This spectral analysis was limited to late summer and early fall at KEO, as $P_{SBT}$ was near-continuous during this time period (a requirement of spectral analysis) and its signal was sufficiently robust to warrant spectral analysis (whereas at Papa, $P_{SBT} \sim 0$ throughout this time period, as will be seen). Though this spectral analysis cannot be performed on diffusivities due to lack of a true daily time series, it is assumed the 5-day smoother will have had similar effect on diffusivities.

**Surface Forcing and Diffusivity Associations**

5-day smoothed diffusivity, surface heat flux, and wind stress time series were considered only when all three variables were available at each mooring. Resulting time series were subsampled every three days to filter out effects of the 5-day smoothing, which was found to introduce significant autoregression in all variables out to the second time lag at both moorings.
This filtering process was done so that each time series exhibited minimal autocorrelation, which would otherwise violate assumptions of linear correlation analysis [Montgomery & Runger, 2011].

Subsampled diffusivities, surface heat fluxes, and wind stresses were binned and concatenated into the following six bi-months at KEO and Papa: January to February, March to April, May to June, July to August, September to October, and November to December. The choice of bi-months stemmed from the desire to understand seasonal variability of associations between diffusivity and surface forcings and insufficient sample sizes for correlation analysis if monthly binning of data was chosen instead.

In each bi-month, time series \(x\) were standardized as follows:

\[
[Eqn. 6] \quad z_x = \frac{x - x_{avg}}{s_x}
\]

where \(z_x\) is the standardized time series corresponding to \(x\), \(x_{avg}\) is the mean of \(x\) over a bi-month, and \(s_x\) is the standard deviation of \(x\) over a bi-month. Time series were standardized so as to non-dimensionalize forthcoming regression coefficients.

Underlying assumptions of simple linear regression were checked before correlating standardized, subsampled time series of diffusivities with those of heat flux and wind stress for each bi-month at KEO and Papa. These assumptions included the following:

1. Minimal autocorrelation within all time series.
2. No multi-collinearity, or significant correlation, between heat flux and wind stress time series.
3. Homoscedasticity, or equal variance among well-representative samples of all time series.

4. Minimal autocorrelation within residuals of regression (i.e., no serial correlation).

5. Linear relationship between diffusivities, heat fluxes, and wind stresses.

Assumption 1 was treated by subsampling time series. Assumptions 2-4 were treated by variance inflation factors (VIF), the Breusch-Pagan test, and the Durbin-Watson statistic, respectively. Explanations for these statistical methods may be found in Montgomery & Runger (2011), Breusch & Pagan (1979), and McAuliffe (2005), respectively. Assumption 5 was assumed a priori for lack of a true physical relationship. Violations in any of the assumptions result in underestimation of standard errors of regression coefficients and, thus, overestimation of confidence in the robustness of these coefficients.

For all bi-months, time series of surface heat flux and wind stress exhibited multi-collinearity according to VIFs, violating the second assumption. This violation was anticipated, as heat flux and wind stress often vary with local meteorological conditions. To avoid multi-collinearity, diffusivities were regressed against heat flux and wind stress separately. Hence, for each bi-month at both KEO and Papa, correlation analysis was linear and simple, with only one independent variable considered at a time. If assumptions 3 or 4 were violated for any given bi-month, the simple linear correlation was rectified using the method of Andrews (1991) to obtain new, unbiased estimates of standard errors for regression coefficients. Radii of 95% confidence intervals for regression coefficients were then obtained by multiplying standard errors by 1.96.

In total, 24 simple linear regressions were performed: 12 at KEO and 12 at Papa. The 12 regressions at KEO consisted of two regressions for each bi-month: one regression between
diffusivity and surface heat flux and one regression between diffusivity and wind stress. The 12
regressions at Papa were divided similarly. Corresponding regression coefficients between KEO
and Papa were directly compared via Student’s T-test according to Paternoster et al. (1998) and
interpreted as the relative strength of sensitivity between diffusivities and surface forcings
[Johnson & LeBreton, 2004]. Distributions of regression coefficients were assumed normal so
that Student’s T-test may be used to compare regression coefficients. The equation for the
appropriate Student’s T-test statistic (t) according to Paternoster et al. (1998) is the following:

\[ t = \frac{\beta_2 - \beta_1}{\sqrt{SE_1^2 + SE_2^2}} \]

where \( \beta_1 \) is a regression coefficient at KEO, \( \beta_2 \) is the corresponding regression coefficient at
Papa, \( SE_1 \) is the standard error of the regression coefficient at KEO, and \( SE_2 \) is the standard error
of the corresponding regression coefficient at Papa.
Richardson Numbers

According to Figure 2, average mixed layer density varies considerably at KEO, from $\sigma_\theta \sim 21.5$ kg m$^{-3}$ in summer to $\sim 25.5$ kg m$^{-3}$ in winter. Such seasonality is also reflected in mixed layer depth, which shoals close to the ocean surface in summer and dives well below 150 m in winter. By comparison, average mixed layer density at Papa displays significantly less seasonality, and Papa’s mixed layer depth, though similar to KEO’s during summer, is far shallower in winter by several tens of meters.

Seasonality of average mixed layer density is responsible for seasonality observed in buoyancy frequency below mixed layer base at KEO and Papa. As Figure 3 shows, squared buoyancy frequency at KEO varies from $\sim 4 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-2}$ during summer, when the ocean is well-stratified below mixed layer, to $\sim 1 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-2}$ during late winter, when the upper-ocean is nearly homogeneous. Buoyancy frequency at Papa displays similar seasonality; however, extreme values of $\sim 4 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-2}$ and $\sim 1 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-2}$ are not as sustained as at KEO, as the lifespan of Papa’s seasonal pycnocline is shorter than that at KEO according to Figure 4 and longer density profile records provided by OCS.
Figure 2. Left panels: hourly potential density profiles at KEO for June 2004 to 2005 (top) and for June 2005 to 2006 (bottom). Right panels: hourly potential density profiles at Papa for June 2007 to 2008 (top) and for June 2009 to 2010 (bottom). White space indicates gaps in potential density profiles > 20 m thickness. Corresponding 24 hour smoothed mixed layer depth derived from hourly potential density profiles is overlaid in black.
Figure 3. Hourly squared buoyancy frequency (blue) and squared velocity shear (orange) below the mixed layer at KEO for June 2004 to 2005 (top) and for June 2005 to 2006 (bottom).
Figure 4. Hourly squared buoyancy frequency (blue) and squared velocity shear (orange) below the mixed layer at Papa for June 2007 to 2008 (top) and for June 2009 to 2010 (bottom).

Differences in squared buoyancy frequency and velocity shear between KEO and Papa are more apparent in Table 1, which provides estimates of mean surface heat flux, wind stress, mixed layer depth, stratification, and velocity shear from October to March and April to September at KEO and Papa.
Table 1. Average values of surface heat flux, surface wind stress, mixed layer depth, squared buoyancy frequency below mixed layer, and squared velocity shear below mixed layer at KEO and Papa during October-March and April-September.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>KEO</th>
<th>Papa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface Heat Flux (W m(^{-2}))</td>
<td>-190 (\text{Oct.-Mar.}) 110 (\text{Apr.-Sept.})</td>
<td>-60 (\text{Oct.-Mar.}) 120 (\text{Apr.-Sept.})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Wind Stress (N m(^{-2}))</td>
<td>0.18 (\text{Oct.-Mar.}) 0.09 (\text{Apr.-Sept.})</td>
<td>0.24 (\text{Oct.-Mar.}) 0.11 (\text{Apr.-Sept.})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Layer Depth (m)</td>
<td>117 (\text{Oct.-Mar.})  55 (\text{Apr.-Sept.})</td>
<td>84 (\text{Oct.-Mar.}) 39 (\text{Apr.-Sept.})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N^2 (s^{-2}))</td>
<td>0.96 (\times 10^{-4}) (\text{Oct.-Mar.}) 2.2 (\times 10^{-4}) (\text{Apr.-Sept.})</td>
<td>1.7 (\times 10^{-4}) (\text{Oct.-Mar.}) 1.9 (\times 10^{-4}) (\text{Apr.-Sept.})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(</td>
<td>\frac{\partial u}{\partial z}</td>
<td>^2 (s^{-2}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 1, KEO experiences larger seasonality in both density stratification and velocity shear, and thus \(N^2\) and \(|\frac{\partial u}{\partial z}|^2\), below the mixed layer than at Papa. Moreover, annual average density stratification is stronger at Papa, while annual average velocity shear is stronger at KEO (though this could be an anomaly given velocity shear data is provided for only ~ 1.4 years).

Stronger stratification at Papa may attributed to less surface ocean heat loss during winter, as seen in Table 1. Indeed, the juxtaposition of the nearby Kuroshio warm current and cold, continental air masses will moderate mixed layer density at KEO significantly compared to Papa’s maritime location, allowing for significantly weaker density stratification below the mixed layer during early spring at KEO [Qiu & Kelly, 1993]. Stronger stratification at Papa may also be attributed to a stronger halocline at Papa, as noted in Cronin et al. (2015), or to stronger upwelling due to the presence of a cyclonic, subpolar gyre at Papa.
Stronger annual mean velocity shears at KEO appear to result from stronger subsurface velocities in the mixed layer relative to velocities well-below the mixed layer throughout the year, especially during summer. Indeed, horizontal velocity magnitudes average ~ 0.40 m s\(^{-1}\) year-round at KEO down to 50 m depth and begin decay below 50 m. Velocity profiles at KEO (not pictured) also exhibit extended periods of time (on the order of months) when the sign of horizontal velocity components remain unchanged across all observed depths, which may be due to the larger-scaled current system associated with the meandering Kuroshio Extension and detached rings [Mizuno & White, 1983; Qiu & Chen, 2005]. In contrast, at Papa, mean horizontal velocity magnitudes are on the order of ~ 0.10 m s\(^{-1}\) year-round down to 50 m depth, smaller than at KEO. Larger magnitude velocities do occur during winter, but do not frequently exceed 0.30 m s\(^{-1}\). Velocity profiles at Papa are found to exhibit near-inertial oscillations during winter, as is discussed in Alfords et al. (2012).

For ease of display, inverse Richardson numbers (R\(^{-1}\)) below the mixed layer at KEO and Papa are displayed in Figure 5. As a result, R\(^{-1}\) > 1 now indicates potential onset of shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer. At KEO, minima in R\(^{-1}\) appear to occur during summertime, with values ranging from 1 to 2. In contrast, maxima in R\(^{-1}\) appear to occur twice a year: once during early spring and once during early fall. During these times, R\(^{-1}\) frequently exceeds 10, well above established criteria for shear-based turbulence onset.

At Papa, minima in R\(^{-1}\) also appear to occur during summer months, and the values for these minima range from 0.5 to 1, in almost all cases smaller than values at KEO. Maxima in R\(^{-1}\) at Papa occur in late spring. During this time, R\(^{-1}\) ranges from 2 to 4, much smaller than values at KEO and only marginally diagnostic of shear-based turbulence.
Figure 5. Left panels: hourly inverse Richardson numbers (red) at KEO for June 2004 to 2005 (top) and for June 2005 to 2006 (bottom). Right panels: hourly inverse Richardson numbers (red) at Papa for June 2007 to 2008 (top) and for June 2009 to 2010 (bottom). Richardson numbers $\frac{1}{4}$ and 1 are plotted in dashed blue lines as reference.

Shear and Stratification Comparisons

Criteria for turbulent onset ($R_i < 1$ and $R_i < \frac{1}{4}$) are met or exceeded, and in particular, $P_{SBT}$ at KEO during early spring (March – April) approaches 24 hours day$^{-1}$, the maximum possible value [Figure 6]. Such large values suggest enhanced periods of near-continuous shear instability below the mixed layer in early spring. High values of $P_{SBT}$ are also found during early fall at KEO, averaging ~ 15 hours day$^{-1}$. In contrast to early spring and fall, $P_{SBT}$ during summer
and early winter at KEO average ~ 6 hours day\(^{-1}\), which corresponds to the smaller Ri\(^{-1}\) during this time period.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Left panels: 5-day smoothed number of hours per day Richardson number goes critical at KEO during June 2004 to 2005 (top) and during June 2005 and 2006 (bottom). Right panels: 5-day smoothed number of hours per day Richardson number goes critical at Papa during June 2007 to 2008 (top) and during June 2009 to 2010 (bottom). Critical Richardson numbers are taken as 1 (blue) and \(\frac{1}{4}\) (orange).

Large \(P_{SBT}\) during early spring at KEO coincides with extremely weak density stratification (~ \(-5 \times 10^{-3}\) kg m\(^{-4}\)) compared to annual averages, as anticipated. During this period, however, **Figure 7** suggests density stratification when Ri < 1 is stronger than background stratification. Stronger density stratification during turbulent conditions (Ri < 1) appears to be
significantly compensated by enhancement of velocity shears below the mixed layer, which average 4.5 times above shear when Ri > 1.

**Figure 7.** Left panels: absolute value of density stratification at KEO during March-April 2004 (top) and Papa during April-June (bottom) when Ri < 1 and Ri > 1. Right panels: velocity shear at KEO during March-April (top) and Papa during April-June (bottom) when Ri < 1 and Ri > 1. Black lines indicate minima and maxima, blue boxes indicate the interquartile range, and the red lines indicate medians. Red +’s indicate means.

$P_{SBT}$ at Papa is much more sensitive to criteria for onset of shear-based turbulence than at KEO [Figure 6]. Such sensitivity is a result of much smaller Ri$^{-1}$ at Papa than at KEO.

Nonetheless, during late spring (April to June), average $P_{SBT}$ is ~ 4 hours day$^{-1}$. A secondary maximum in $P_{SBT}$ appears to occur during late fall, although it fades quickly if the criteria for
shear-based turbulent onset becomes more stringent (closer to $\frac{1}{4}$). Mid-fall and mid-winter at Papa average near 0 hours day$^{-1}$ of $P_{SBT}$, emphasizing the rarity of shear instabilities at Papa during other times of the year.

As at KEO, strong prevalence of turbulence during late spring at Papa coincides with extremely weak density stratification ($\sim 5 \times 10^{-3}$ kg m$^{-3}$) compared to annual averages. Moreover, during this period, Figure 7 suggests median density stratification when $Ri < 1$ is roughly three times weaker than median stratification when $Ri > 1$, and median velocity shears when $Ri < 1$ are roughly twice as strong as median velocity shears when $Ri > 1$.

Differences in median density stratification (velocity shear) when $Ri < 1$ and $Ri > 1$ are found to be statistically different at the 5% significance level between KEO and Papa according to Mood’s statistic [Table 2]. Indeed, Mood’s statistic for density stratification below the mixed layer is larger at Papa than at KEO, suggesting weakening density stratification is more associated with low Ri conditions at Papa. In contrast, Mood’s statistic for velocity shear below the mixed layer is much larger at KEO than at Papa, suggesting strengthening velocity shear in the presence of weak stratification is more associated with low Ri conditions at KEO, as seen in Figure 7. Such results indicate fundamental differences in set-up of shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer between the two moorings.

**Table 2.** Results of Mood’s test for differences in median density stratification when $Ri < 1$ and $Ri > 1$ (first two columns) and differences in median velocity shear when $Ri < 1$ and $Ri > 1$ (last two columns) at KEO during March – April and Papa during April – June.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stratification</th>
<th>Velocity Shear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEO</strong></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Papa</strong></td>
<td>160</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Richardson Number and Diffusivity Associations

5-day smoothed daily $P_{SBT}$ and diffusivities are displayed at KEO in the leftmost panels of Figure 8. Mean periodicity of peaks in $P_{SBT}$ is $T \sim 6.6 \pm 0.4$ days during summer and fall and is statistically indistinguishable from that of diffusivities at the 5% significance level. Mean distance between peaks in $P_{SBT}$ and peaks in diffusivities is $d_f \sim 2.5 \pm 0.5$ days, and peaks in $P_{SBT}$ precede peaks in diffusivities as often as peaks in diffusivities proceed peaks in $P_{SBT}$. Therefore, while peaks in $P_{SBT}$ and diffusivities may share similar periods, little evidence of phase relationship between these peaks is found on average.
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Figure 8. Left panels: 5-day smoothed diffusivity (blue) and $P_{SBT}$ (orange) below the mixed layer at KEO during June 2004 to 2005 (top) and during June 2005 to 2006 (bottom). Right panels: 5-day smoothed diffusivity (blue) and $P_{SBT}$ (orange) below the mixed layer at Papa during June 2007 to 2008 (top) and during June 2009 to 2010 (bottom).
Power spectra of $P_{SBT}$ and 5-day smoothed $P_{SBT}$ are in good agreement beyond periods of ~ 5.8 days at KEO during late summer to early fall (August through September). In addition, both power spectra suggest a strong signal of period ~ 6.5 days [Figure 9]. Therefore, one can have confidence the peaks observed in the smoothed $P_{SBT}$ are present in the unsmoothed $P_{SBT}$, and the ~ 6.5 day average separation between these peaks observed in Figure 8 is not solely a side-effect of the 5-day smoother. It is assumed the 5-day smoother has a similar effect on diffusivities, so that the ~ 6.5 day average separation between peaks in diffusivities in Figure 8 is also not solely a side-effect of the 5-day smoother.

**Figure 9.** Power spectra (energy per unit frequency) of $P_{SBT}$ (blue) and 5-day smoothed $P_{SBT}$ (orange) at KEO from August to September 2004 (left) and 2005 (right). Frequency at which smoother lessens power by more than 5-fold in black dashed line and ~ 6.5 day periodicity circled in green.

**Surface Forcing and Diffusivity Associations**

Results of the correlation analysis between diffusivities and surface forcings at KEO and Papa are summarized in Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively. Standardized regression
coefficients, interpreted as sensitivities to diffusivities to surface forcings, display seasonality in associations between surface forcings and diffusivities at both moorings. These seasonalities appear to be statistically indistinguishable between moorings, as corresponding confidence intervals of regression coefficients display significant overlap.

**Figure 10.** Standardized regression coefficients of 5-day smoothed daily diffusivity against heat flux (red) and against wind stress (blue) per bi-month at KEO. 95% confidence intervals of regression coefficients indicated by error bars. Corresponding $R^2$ statistic for each regression indicated by chart below.
At KEO, associations between diffusivities and surface forcings are present and indicate statistically significant regression coefficients throughout the year, except during early spring. Correlations between diffusivity and heat flux are negative at all times when regression coefficients are statistically significant. In contrast, correlations between diffusivity and wind stress tend to be positive at all times when regression coefficients are statistically significant.

Magnitudes of regression coefficients are statistically indistinguishable at the 5% significance level between heat flux and wind stress, which suggests diffusivities below the mixed layer are equally sensitive to either surface forcing. Similarity of regression coefficient magnitudes between heat flux and wind stress is also supported by similar values for $R^2$ statistics, as shown in Figure 10. According to these $R^2$ statistics, heat flux and wind stress account for ~20 – 25% of the variance observed in diffusivities below the mixed layer on average, with highest values found during late fall and early winter at KEO alongside strongly significant regression coefficients.

At Papa, associations are statistically strong from January to April [Figure 11]. These associations are not statistically different than at KEO at the 5% level. Correlations retain the same signs as at KEO whenever significant: correlations between diffusivities and heat fluxes are negative, while correlations between diffusivities and wind stresses are positive. Magnitudes of regression coefficients during mid-winter to early spring at Papa are statistically indistinguishable between heat flux and wind stress. These similarities are likewise supported by similar $R^2$ statistics for correlations of diffusivity with surface heat flux and wind stress, as seen in Figure 11. Heat flux and wind stress account for ~15-40% of variance observed in diffusivities below mixed layer at Papa during mid-winter to early spring. For the rest of the year at Papa, especially during summer months, much weaker associations are observed in regression
coefficients and $R^2$ statistics between diffusivities below the mixed layer and surface forcings compared to value during mid-winter to early spring.

For bi-months with strong association (statistically significant regression coefficients and high $R^2$ statistics) at both KEO and Papa, signs are consistent with physical intuition. Given heat loss at the ocean’s surface (negative heat flux), surface water parcels will sink below the mixed
layer, enhancing turbulent mixing [Large et al., 1986, Large et al., 1994]. Moreover, given
stronger wind stress at the ocean’s surface, momentum will be transferred throughout the mixed
layer, eventually stirring up turbulence below mixed layer base [Skyllingstad et al., 2000].
Chapter 6

Discussion

Overview of Results

Richardson numbers provide a constraint on the onset of shear-based turbulence initiated by weak density stratification and strong velocity shear. In this analysis, Richardson numbers below the mixed layer are smallest during early spring (March-April) at KEO and mid-to-late spring (April-June) at Papa. Moreover, Richardson numbers at KEO are almost always smaller than at Papa, sometimes by an order of magnitude during spring and fall [Figure 4].

Peaks in prevalence of shear-based turbulence ($P_{SBT}$), defined as the number of hours per day when $Ri < 1$ below the mixed layer, are found to be spaced ~ 6.5 days apart at KEO from late summer to fall, which matches that in diffusivities below the mixed layer for both moorings. Thus, shear-based turbulence and general turbulent diffusion share similar modes of weekly variability during certain times of the year at KEO.

Surface heat flux and wind stress are strongly associated with diffusivities below the mixed layer at all times throughout the year at KEO outside early spring (March – April), while surface forcings are only associated with diffusivities during winter months (November – February) at Papa. Thus, differences in local meteorology may provide additional insight into behavior of turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer at KEO and Papa, particularly during late fall and early winter.
Small Richardson numbers at KEO during spring coincide with weak stratification below the mixed layer, which is found to be an order of magnitude smaller than the annual mean stratification of $\sim -0.03$ kg m$^{-4}$. During this period, stratifications corresponding to $\text{Ri} < 1$ become slightly stronger than those for $\text{Ri} > 1$, and not weaker as expected [Figure 6]. Instead, velocity shears are found to be significantly larger for $\text{Ri} < 1$, which suggests weak stratification alone is not responsible for instabilities below mixed layer base. Rather, while weak stratification provides greater predisposition to turbulent onset, sufficiently strong velocity shears are paramount to initiating turbulence below mixed layer at KEO during early spring.

Springtime $P_{SBT}$ at KEO appears to occur just prior to the reformation of the seasonal pycnocline. Indeed, in Figure 3, buoyancy frequencies wane in late March and begin to rebound through mid-April. Hosegood et al. (2008) and Cronin et al. (2013) find strong horizontal advective processes to be a precursor to seasonal pycnocline development. These advective processes may be responsible for the enhanced velocity shears observed during early spring at KEO and help to account for the strong dependence of shear-based turbulence onset on velocity shears found during this time period.

A complementary explanation for high $P_{SBT}$ during this period may be the result of a ventilating layer of near isothermal water situated between mixed layer base and the permanent pycnocline known as subtropical mode water (STMW). STMW near KEO develops as a result of strong surface buoyancy loss from the preceding winter, reaches peak vertical extent around March and April, and gradually erodes with the redevelopment of the seasonal pycnocline [Qiu et al., 2007]. As a result, the presence of near isothermal water below the mixed layer may
account for the extremely weak density stratification observed at KEO during March and April and, thus, precondition KEO’s mixed layer base for shear-based turbulence.

Strong extratropical cyclones during early spring at KEO may also present possibilities for wind-generated NIOs to instigate velocity shears below the mixed layer strong enough to instigate shear-based turbulence, though it is suspected that the mixed layer base may be too far removed from the surface during this time period. Indeed, velocity shears in Figure 3 seem to support such a disconnect between the surface and the mixed layer base, as one would expect velocity shears to increase during winter from the presence of strong NIOs, not decrease. Moreover, power spectra of velocities below mixed layer at KEO (not shown) only show slight enhancement of energy at the inertial frequency, which suggests other processes are equally responsible for velocity and its shear below the mixed layer at KEO.

It is more likely that NIOs are responsible for high prevalence of shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer in early fall (September to October) at KEO, when strong tropical cyclones occur frequently [Bond et al., 2011]. Indeed, Category 4 + cyclones that pass nearby KEO during this investigation include Meari (09/20/04 – 09/29/04), Ma-On (09/29/04 – 10/10/2004), and Kirogi (10/10/05 – 10/19/05) [Tomita et al., 2010]. From Figure 5, it appears Richardson numbers go critical for a few days during each of these events, as anticipated: with KEO’s mixed layer depth remaining steady and shallow at ~ 15 to 20 m, previous studies of bulk mixed layer models have indicated considerable wind stress influence at and below mixed layer depth up to several tens of meters deep [D’Asaro, 1985a; Crawford & Large, 1996; Plueddemann & Farrar, 2006].

Local peaks in prevalence of shear-based turbulence and diffusivities during fall also display similar periodicity (T ~ 6.5 days) at KEO. Perhaps the frequency of these peaks is
associated with the frequency of passing weather systems—both tropical and extra-tropical. A future case study of fall 2004 at KEO, in particular, may help to clarify this connection, as peaks in prevalence of shear-based turbulence and diffusivities are found to be well co-located throughout August, September, and October of this year.

In addition to influence of wind stress on shear-based turbulence and diffusivities below the mixed layer, a recent investigation in the North Atlantic Ocean suggests wind-generated NIOs in the presence of the Gulf Stream front initiate symmetrically unstable flows in the upper ocean that can temporarily weaken stratification and enhance shear-based turbulence [Thomas et al., 2016]. KEO’s close proximity to the Kuroshio front may, therefore, provide an alternative explanation for high prevalence of shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer during fall.

**OCS Papa**

At Papa, shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer is most prevalent during mid-to-late spring as opposed to early spring at KEO. This slight difference in timing of maximum $P_{SBT}$ between the two moorings appears to be driven by differences in the seasonality of buoyancy frequencies. In particular, while buoyancy frequency at KEO begins to increase during mid-April, buoyancy frequency at Papa continues to decrease through May, beginning its increase in early June. Despite these differences, strong prevalence of shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer immediately precedes the development of the seasonal pycnocline at Papa, just as at KEO.
Unlike at KEO, shear-based turbulence at Papa relies on further weakening of density stratification below the mixed layer, as seen in Figure 7. Moreover, Mood’s statistics for density stratification and velocity shears below the mixed layer when Ri < 1 and Ri > 1 are much closer at Papa than those at KEO, which suggests density stratification and velocity shear contribute fairly equally to onset of shear-based turbulence at Papa [Table 2].

Density stratification and velocity shear necessary for onset of shear-based turbulence during late spring may be influenced by surface buoyancy loss and wind stress from passing extratropical systems. Indeed, correlations between surface heat flux, wind stress, and diffusivities are most robust during late spring, which may indirectly suggest surface forcings have some bearing on density stratification and velocity shear below the mixed layer during this period [Figure 10]. Previous investigations have also suggested associations among conditions below the mixed layer, surface wind stress [D’Asaro, 1985b], and solar insolation [Large et al., 1986] at the ocean’s surface.

In comparison to late spring, all other seasons at Papa experience considerably less frequent shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer, especially if one considers critical Richardson numbers < ¼ as a criteria for onset of shear-based turbulence. Given this weak signal in combination with large data gaps in diffusivities, little connections can be drawn between peaks in prevalence of shear-based turbulence and peaks in diffusivities at Papa at this time. Such a conclusion may illustrate a limitation of the data available in this investigation or suggest shear-based turbulence is not frequently a primary mechanism for turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer at Papa.

Despite the lack of convincing evidence for connections between prevalence of shear-based turbulence and diffusivities at Papa, Figure 5 suggests some evidence for a secondary
maximum in shear-based turbulence from November to December. Similar to KEO, this secondary maximum may be associated with NIOs from passing extratropical systems, as correlations between diffusivities and wind stress are found to be strong and positive during this time. Analysis of Storm Transfer and Response Experiment data at Papa for a 14-day period in November 1980 suggests Richardson numbers below mixed layer are found to increase as a result of enhanced variability in near-inertial shear preceding passages of cold fronts [D'Asaro, 1985b]. Estimates of these Richardson numbers were found to be ~ 2.5 in the background flow and ~ 0.7 in shear-based turbulent conditions, consistent with Richardson numbers found in this study during the same time of year [Figure 5].

Regressions of diffusivities against surface heat flux and wind stress at Papa during late fall and winter (November to February) suggest local meteorological forcings could be of first-order importance for turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer, especially given that $R^2$ statistics suggest these surface forcings account for ~ 25% of the variance observed in diffusivities on average. In contrast, weak regressions of diffusivities against surface heat flux and wind stress at Papa during summer months (June, July, August) suggest local meteorological forcings are not likely to be of first-order importance for turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer during this time. Given shear-based turbulence is also weak during this period, there must be another process responsible for turbulent diffusion during summer at Papa. Such processes might include double-diffusion, salt fingering, Langmuir turbulence, or internal solitary waves generated by tidal forcings.
Surface Forcing and Diffusivity Associations

Parameterizations of upper-ocean diffusivities are necessary to model the fluxes of heat, momentum, and freshwater between the ocean’s surface and its interior. These parameterizations typically derive from sophisticated closure schemes or similarity arguments, often at the expense of physical interpretability. Herein, associations are drawn directly between diffusivities and surface forcings such as heat flux and wind stress for purposes of physical interpretability and not mathematical sophistication. Nonetheless, signs of heat flux and diffusivity associations in this study are found not only to be interpretable, but are also consistent with predictions from a simple diffusivity and mixed layer model parameterization.

Results from this study suggest negative associations between surface heat flux and diffusivities at both KEO and Papa. Physical interpretation of these negative associations may imply negative surface heat fluxes induce surface buoyancy loss, which then enhances turbulent diffusion through convective overturning cells that penetrate the base of the mixed layer according to Large et al. (1986) and Large et al. (1994).

From the work of Osborn (1980) and Gargett & Holloway (1984), a simple parameterization of diffusivity $\kappa_T$ may be constructed as follows:

$$[Eqn. 8] \quad \kappa_T = \Gamma \frac{\varepsilon}{N^2}$$

where $\Gamma$ is a non-dimensional mixing efficiency (a function of flux Richardson number) and $\varepsilon$ is eddy kinetic energy dissipation resulting from viscous stresses acting on deforming fluid parcels. $\varepsilon$ may be estimated from fine- and microstructure measurements of velocity shear at the centimeter scale and molecular viscosity of seawater [Ledwell et al., 2011]. However, $\varepsilon$ is
typically parameterized as a decreasing function of $N$ based on the conceptual notion that stronger fluid stratification should mitigate effects of dissipation on turbulent eddies. Assuming $\epsilon$ does vary inversely with $N$ and assuming constant mixing efficiency, one finds diffusivity below mixed layer may be expressed as a decreasing function of $N$. Assuming $N$ below mixed layer is controlled by some fraction of surface heat flux, as is frequently done in vertically integrated mixed layer models and Bowen-ratio methods in the atmosphere [Stull, 1988], one finds diffusivity below the mixed layer is necessarily a decreasing function of surface heat flux. Indeed, diffusivity and surface heat flux were consistently negatively correlated in this investigation.

Connections between [Eqn. 8] and the positive associations found in this analysis between diffusivities below the mixed layer and wind stress are not as readily observed. It may be that wind stress contributes strongly to local velocity shears below the mixed layer as considered in Skyllingstad et al. (2000). If such is the case, a working hypothesis is to consider relationships between surface wind stress and $\Gamma$, $\epsilon$, and/or $N$ below the mixed layer.

**Future Work**

Pertinent to understanding seasonal and regional variability of turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer is an understanding of the sources for this mixing. In this analysis, relationships between diffusivity and a metric for shear-based turbulence: the number of hours per day for which $Ri < 1$, or $P_{SBT}$. Correlation analysis between diffusivities and surface fluxes of heat and momentum have also been performed. There are several other processes, however, which may
affect diffusivity below the mixed layer, chief among which are surface gravity waves and associated Langmuir turbulence [Polton et al., 2008; D’Asaro 2014].

Indeed, provided ADCP velocities are made available for longer time periods in the future, one can begin to establish associations between diffusivities and Langmuir turbulence, or other surface-driven processes, in much the same way as has been done herein with shear-based turbulence below the mixed layer. Through these surface forcings, one might build stronger connections between upper and lower boundaries of the ocean’s mixed layer, understand how these connections transpire across multiple time scales, and further bridge the gap between Richardson numbers calculated in this thesis and diffusivities calculated in Cronin et al. (2015). In addition, given higher resolution ADCP velocities and diffusivity measurements, one may be able to better infer the quality of diffusivity parameterizations (or lack thereof) in upper-ocean turbulence models below the mixed layer.

With even longer hourly ADCP measurements (> 10 years), one can begin to discuss not only seasonal and regional variability of shear-based turbulence below mixed layer, but also inter-annual variability of this turbulence. The effect of inter-annual variability in shear-based turbulence on turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer may then be studied as well as its effects on marine biogeochemistry.

Thus, this thesis takes an incremental step towards the much larger goal of understanding how turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer varies at different time scales and locations in the world’s oceans and how such variability may have implications on the physical, chemical, and biological state of the oceans.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

The scientific motivation for this investigation developed from seasonal and regional variability discovered in diffusivities below the mixed layer at two NOAA North Pacific moorings KEO and Papa. In particular, Cronin et al. (2015) found monthly and 5-day averaged diffusivities peaked during March and April at both moorings, and diffusivities at KEO were larger than at Papa year-round. In this study, seasonal and regional variability of shear-based turbulence, a subset of processes potentially responsible for turbulent diffusion below mixed layer, was investigated. Associations between diffusivities below the mixed layer and surface forcings such as surface heat flux and wind stress were also determined for various bi-months throughout the year at KEO and Papa.

Prevalence of shear-based turbulence, defined as the number of hours per day when Ri < 1, was found to be largest during March to April at KEO and April to June at Papa, just prior to the development of the season pycnocline. Moreover, shear-based turbulence occurred much more frequently at KEO than at Papa year-round. Peaks in prevalence of shear-based turbulence at KEO were found to exhibit periodicity of ~ 6.5 days from late summer to fall, matching that in diffusivities—despite smoothing effects. Consequently, shear-based turbulence exhibited some similar modes of variability to diffusivities associated with turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer at KEO. This connection was muted at Papa due to lack of continuous diffusivity measurements. Therefore, this work implies shear-based turbulence, while consistent with some features of seasonal and regional variability in diffusivities, is still an ongoing investigation.
Surface heat flux and wind stress were found to correlate strongly and equally with diffusivities below the mixed layer throughout different times of the year at both KEO and Papa. These associations demonstrated seasonality, and these seasonalities were found to be similar between the two moorings in the sense that corresponding regression coefficients were not statistically different between moorings. Diffusivities correlated significantly with surface forcings outside March to April at KEO, while diffusivities correlated significantly with surface forcings during late fall and winter at Papa. Significant associations during late fall and winter at both moorings were found to account for ~ 25% of observed variability in turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer on average.

In future work, one can begin to investigate not only seasonal and regional variability of turbulent diffusion, but also its inter-annual variability and connections with other surface processes, such as waves and Langmuir turbulence. In so doing, future work may characterize turbulent diffusion below the mixed layer on multiple time scales and better connect shear-based turbulence discussed herein, diffusivities derived in Cronin et al. (2015), and popular diffusivity parameterizations implicitly involving surface forcings. Thus, this thesis provides the first step in understanding how turbulent diffusion varies on seasonal and regional scales, allowing future work to determine this variation on other scales as well as consider its implications on physical, chemical, and biological variables dependent on this mixing process.
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